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Join Anne, Brooke, Jenna, and Joshua as they
welcome award-winning YA Fiction author Jeff
Zentner. Jeff will discuss his novel In the Wild
Light and conduct a writers' workshop for
teachers. In the Wild Light is a gorgeous,
contemporary work of fiction: the picturesque
writing evokes incredible images that draw
readers in; the characters are easy to fall in love
with; and the themes and ideas are powerful,
relevant and meaningful; the connections are
abundant. In the Wild Light is a tremendous
literary gift to readers.

Join Jessica, Sarah, and Tessa  for  Empowering
Communication: The Writing Revolution and
Writing Rope Workshop: Writing is a complex
task--and today's students must learn to write

proficiently and write to learn in different content
areas. Two texts: The Writing Revolution and The
Writing Rope; will be the anchoring philosophies
behind the workshop explaining the intertwined

skills and processes involved in writing well.

July 8, 2024

July 16, 2024

Join Sarah and Tessa as they welcome back
Pam Kastner to the region to kickoff the

Science of Reading Collaborative Reading
Community: Pam Kastner will return to our region

to continue to share her strategies and
knowledge around Spelling Instruction and

Analysis that Increases Student Learning And
Vocabulary Instruction that Deepens Student

Knowledge.  Participants will follow- up this
workshop by participating in a Book Club using
The Art & Science of Teaching Primary Reading

by Christopher Such this Fall.

July 30 & 31,
2024 August 13 &

14, 2024

Join Anne Mitchell  for NYS Assessment Data
Review: 3-8 ELA/Regents: This workshop
provides an opportunity for participants to

analyze 2024 grade-level 3-8 data or Regents
ELA and Math data, including priorities and to

make a plan for the upcoming school year.
Participants will review their own NYS

assessment data and produce an action plan.
August 13th will focus on 3-8 ELA Data.
August 14th will focus on Regents Data.

 August 23,
2024

Join Janelle, Michelle and Sarah for
Phonemic Awareness and Phonics for
Early Learners: Are you committed to
providing students with fun literacy
experiences that are backed by research?
Join us for a day of planning and creating
lessons that promote curiosity and wonder in
early learners. We will explore phonemic
awareness and phonics strategies that assist
students in working independently and
collaboratively to meet literacy goals.

 August 9,
2024

Join Anne and Jeff Zentner for a half day
Reading Cafe with his new book Sunrise
Nights. Participants will spend a half day
with author Jeff Zentner as he discusses his
new book that will be released on July 9th.
Here’s  a sneak peak, Two young artists have
a chance meeting on the last night of
summer arts camp in this YA novel in verse
and dialogue cowritten by Brittany
Cavallaro.
*If you register before July 12th you will
receive a copy of Sunrise Nights.


